
Other / Accessories

Description                               and usage

This                             is belted conveyor, with sloping side guards to keep                             the trash in. This particular installation involved                             chuting the trash through the wall right into a hopper.

Description                               and usage

Photoeyes                             are used to track and send back signals to the PLC as                             to the whereabouts of packages. They send an infrared                             beam of light out that's broken when a package crosses                             its path. There are color sensing photo eyes available                             that can actually determine different colors, meaning                             you can send different color totes or boxes down different                             paths. Also available are proxie switches; they sense                             an object just by its presence, but the tolerance is                             much tighter.

Description                               and usage

PLC                             (Programmable Logic Computers) are computers that receive                             and send signals to various devices. It allows you to                             custom tailor your system to your needs. It is available                             with varying inputs and outputs. What you need depends                             on the size of your system and the complexity. For bigger                             systems, it can be real cost effective. You can buy                             a basic PLC and leave room for expansion, because the                             inputs and outputs are "plug in modules"
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We                             can supply electrical panels, buying these used can                             save you lots! Panels are used for the wiring that's                             needed to install conveyor. Panels also house timers,                             fuses, starters, and if your automating it will house                             a "PLC" (programmable logic computer).

Description                               and usage

Brakes                             are used for positive stopping of packages at predetermined                             points.

Description                               and usage

Gates                             are used for passage from one side of a conveyor to                             the other. Another form of passage is to have a staircase                             made to go over the conveyor, called "cross-over aisles".

Description                               and usage

 Ball                             transfers are a simple but effective way to move a package                             around a tight corner, they can be made to any size,                             and can also be put on a 180 tight curve to manually                             change directions. Ball Transfer Scales are used in                             line in a shipping process, they can, without taking                             the package off the conveyor path, weigh the product                             for shipment.
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